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Abstract-- Gas diffusion layer (GDL) is a crucial component of
a proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) that
participates in the transport of reactant gases and removes water
from the system. In this research, a two dimensional (2D) model
was developed and simulated to determine the effects of porosity
and thickness of GDL on PEMFC performance by using
MATLAB. The GDL model presented the contour profiles
illustrating the distribution of oxygen mass fraction in the
cathode GDL. The model also well agreed with experimental
results available in literature. In the simulation of GDL model,
higher-porosity GDL showed higher cell performance because of
the numerous void spaces that enhanced the diffusion of oxygen
to the catalyst layer. Simulation results further showed that a
thicker GDL produced a lower-performance cell. All these
factors contributed to the lower oxygen concentration near the
catalyst layer and GDL interface and thus the lower cell
performance. Through the GDL model, the optimum porosity
and thickness of GDL were found to be 0.8 and 130 µm,
respectively.
Index Term-- GDL; PEMFC; MATLAB; porosity; thickness

I.

INTRODUCTION
Proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), also
known as polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell, is an
electrochemical device that converts the chemical energy of
hydrogen and oxygen into electricity and heat with water as a
byproduct. PEMFCs operate at low temperature and high
current density [1]. PEMFCs are applied mainly in the
automotive industry and occasionally in stationary power
generators [2]. PEMFCs are a potential area for research
because they are attractive alternative energy sources for
electric-power generation, primarily for automotive
applications. PEMFCs are unique compared with other fuel
cells and have thus become research hotspots because of the
increasing demand for PEMFC commercialization.
Gas diffusion layer (GDL) is a thin layer in a PEMFC
that plays an important function in improving PEMFC
performance. The most important function of GDL is to
distribute hydrogen and oxygen to the catalyst layer and
remove the water out of the fuel cell. In addition, GDL
provides mechanical support to the membrane and a
conductive path between the catalyst layer and the current
collector [3]. Therefore, GDL characteristics such as
thickness, porosity, and permeability that affect PEMFC
performance must be examined. In recent years, researchers
have worked to achieve progress in the development of costeffective fuel cell technology.

PEMFC operation is affected by GDL. Therefore,
accurate prediction of the characteristics of an effective
transportation is important in understanding fuel-cell
performance. The experimental of PEMFC performance
evaluation has been widely studied. Moreover, applying the
modeling techniques for better understanding the effective
parameters in designing and optimizing the fuel cell has
advantages, for the purpose of improving fuel cell technology
[4]. Many modeling studies have been done to investigate the
transport phenomena in GDL.
Shokuhfar et al. [4] developed a model to study PEMFC
performance by considering the opposite flow of hydrogen
and air. The study confirmed that the change in the oxygen
diffusivity by GDL porosity is less pronounced at cell voltage,
Vcell = 0.55 V. Inamuddin et al. [5] simulated a 3D model by
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) commercial codeACE + to study the effect of porosity and thickness of the
GDL on PEMFC performance. The study showed that GDL
porosity generates a high current density because the porosity
provides more opportunities for reactants to reach the site of
reaction. Lee et al. [6] conducted a study with a combination
of semi-numerical experiments and model development. The
study showed a decrease in oxygen concentration between the
inlet and outlet because of an increase in the thickness of the
GDL. A CFD 2D for PEMFC are developed by Sahraoui et al.
[7] with regard to modeling the electrochemical, heat, and
mass transport that occur in the entire fuel cell. The study
showed a decrease in the oxygen concentration during the gas
flow because of the gas usage in the reaction to produce water.
The oxygen usage affects the GDL interface and catalyst layer
because of the most significant concentration gradient. The
highest concentration gradient occurs in the reaction zone in
which the proton joins with an electron to produce water. The
range of values for each parameter that has been used in other
modeling studies obtained from literature review is updated in
table form as shown in Table I. Based on this table, the range
for both parameters that been used in modeling work is
determined. For GDL, an optimum porosity should be high
enough to provide enough space gas diffusion and to remove
water between the reaction zone and gas distributor [8].
However, a too high porosity will cause water flooding due to
lower capillary pressures [9] and also will lower the thermal
conductivity due to higher contact resistance [10]. As for the
thickness, an optimum value should efficiently facilitate the
flow of reactants and water removal, as well as provide low
electronic resistance. A very thick GDL will restrict gas
distribution because of the lengthened path in the layer and
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electronic resistance and causes voltage losses in the cell.

Table I
The range of values for the porosity and thickness of GDL

Parameter

Porosity (%)

Study
Shokuhfar et al. [4]
Inamuddin et al. [5]
Zamel et al. [11]
Jang et al. [12]
Yan et al. [13]
Inamuddin et al. [5]
Jang et al. [12]
Youssef et al. [14]
Chun et al. [15]
Final range

Thickness (µm)

40 – 60
40 – 70
40 – 90
30 – 60
30 – 60
400 – 600
200 – 600
260 – 360
200 – 500
200 – 600

40 – 90

II.

METODOLOGY
A two-dimensional (2D) GDL model was developed
and subsequently used for simulation based on two

parameters: porosity and thickness. The 2D model was built
based on schematic by Benziger et al. [16] in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of 2D model [12]

A complete set of algorithms was developed by using
relevant equations for GDL modeling and simulation. The
physical parameters and the dimensions of the domain were
obtained through literature study. The model was based on

Fickian equation in Equation 1. To relate the porosity and
GDL thickness, the equation below [17] was used:
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Where,
̌
= Velocity of gas phase
̃ = Oxygen concentration
= Oxygen diffusion coefficient
= Volume fraction of water
Effective oxygen diffusivity coefficient
is associated
with porosity, and ε is through Bruggeman correlation [5].
(2)
To relate the porosity and GDL thickness, the equation below
[17] was used:
(3)
Where,
= Actual weight (g/cm2),
= Density of gas phase (g/cm3),
= Thickness of GDL (cm2)
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oxygen concentration and power in each case were obtained.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the cross-section of the cathode
GDL as presented by Benziger et al. [16]. The dotted line
illustrates the gas line, and the bottom layer of the GDL is the
catalyst layer. At the top of the channel, gas is fed into the
system; at the bottom, the gas outlet is channeled to the
catalyst layer where the reaction occurs. Given that the half of
the upper boundary of GDL is a solid cathode material and the
other half is an open channel, the boundary conditions are
mixed. Benziger suggested that Neumann boundary conditions
should be used in a cathode without flux, whereas Dirichlet
boundary conditions should be used in a cathode without
liquid water.
To simplify the model equations and reduce the
complexity of writing GDL algorithm, four assumptions were
made: (1) without liquid state, (2) without convection, (3)
steady flux, and (4) steady pressure. The modeling process
using MATLAB is execute by grid meshing, determination of
boundary condition and calculation of interior domain.

Subsequently, a 2D model of GDL for PEMFC was
developed using MATLAB software. Through this model,

I.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Model Validation

Figure 2 displays the results of the comparison curve obtained from these studies with the experimental
model of Lee et al. [6]. This comparison is conducted at a voltage of 0.7 V and a surface area of 25 cm2 GDL.
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Fig. 2. Comparison curve for model validation based on GDL thickness

Through comparison data from the model study with
the experimental data, the data generated from GDL model
shows a similar curve patterns. With increased GDL thickness,
current density and fuel-cell power decrease. At thicknesses of
114 and 123 m, model results well agree with experimental
data. However, at thicknesses of 90 and 136 m, the data from
the model show little difference from experimental data, with
an error of 8.7%. For GDL with 90 m thickness, the model

result for power is higher that experimental data; the opposite
is observed for 136 m thickness.
Figure 3 shows the results of comparison curves for
the developed model and model of Sahraoui et al. based on
GDL porosity. This comparison is conducted at a voltage of
0.7 V and a surface area of 25 cm2 GDL.
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Fig. 3. Comparison curve for model validation based on GDL porosity
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Through comparison data for the both models, both
of these data have similar pattern of curves that shows
increasing fuel-cell power with increased GDL porosity. The
porosity of GDL is 0.04–0.15. The developed model contains
an error of less than 1%.Therefore, the model results are
consistent with data from the Sahraoui model. However, at a
higher porosity such as 0.7, data from the model study
demonstrate an error of 7.7%. Although the developed model
does not show 100% consent with the literature review, but it
managed to generate data that are close and similar to the
study of Lee et al. and Sahraoui et al.. Thus, the model in this
study can be considered as a model that could be used for
further research. .

Result of GDL Modelling for Porosity
The values of porosity (ɛ) of the simulated GDL are
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. These values are based on the
range of porosity values obtained in the study that are listed in
Table 1. Figure 4 shows the curve of power against the
porosity of GDL at a voltage of 0.7 V. The simulation results
show that the increasing porosity contributes to the higher
PEMFC performance. This result is due to the fact that GDL
with higher porosity contains more empty spaces that facilitate
the absorption of oxygen or air by the catalyst layer, resulting
in more reaction sites and thus improving PEMFC
performance [18]. Therefore, PEMFC performance is highest
at a porosity of 0.8 and lowest at 0.05.

7.5
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6.5
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5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
0.0

0.5
Porosity
Keliangan
GDL, ε

1.0

Fig. 4. Power versus porosity of GDL AT 0.7 V

Contour of Oxygen Mass Fraction Distribution at Different
Porosity
Figure 5 shows a contour of oxygen mass fraction
distribution in the cathode GDL that is based on different
GDL porosity values. With regard to the contour, in the
GDL, the distribution of the mass fraction of
oxygen is higher, which is in the range of 0.5–1.0. Whereas in
the
GDL, the distribution of the mass fraction of

oxygen is lower, which is 0–0.7. Such contours is due to the
part of
GDL which is an open channel in which
oxygen or air is diffused into the GDL, whereas at the GDL
, it is a solid cathode material. Different colors in
the contour illustrate the differences in oxygen concentration
gradients in the GDL. The results show that the mass flux of
oxygen decreases as porosity of the GDL increases. Therefore,
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increases.

Result of GDL Modelling for Thickness
Based on the range of thickness in Table 1, the values
of GDL thickness (t) for the simulation are 130 m, 200, 300,
400, 500, and 600 µm. Figure 6 shows the curve of power
against the thickness of GDL at a voltage of 0.7 V. The
simulation results show that PEMFC performance decreases
when the GDL thickness decreases. This result is due to the
higher resistant of the gas diffusion in thicker GDL, and to
seep into the reaction zone takes longer time [15]. Hence,
oxygen concentration on the surface of the catalyst layer
decreases and contributes to power reduction and follows by a
decline in the PEMFC performance. Therefore, fuel-cell
performance is highest at a thickness of 130 µm and lowest at
600 µm.

Kuasa,
P (W)
Power,P(W)

Fig. 5. Contour of oxygen mass fraction for porosity, ɛ = (a) 0.05 (b) 0.1 (c) 0.2 (d) 0.4 (e) 0.6 (f) 0.8
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Fig. 6. Power versus thickness of GDL

Contour of Oxygen Mass Fraction Distribution at Different
Thickness
Contour of the mass fraction distribution of oxygen
in the cathode GDL based on the GDL thickness is shown in
Figure 7. With regard to the results of the current study, the
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contour differences at the different thickness values are more
pronounced in the GDL
where it is an open
channel for the oxygen diffusion. At lower thickness, the
oxygen mass flux increases leading to the increase of oxygen
mass fraction. This phenomenon can be observed in the
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increased contour profile for the mass fraction of 0.9–1.0
which is represented by the red color, and the reduction of the
mass fraction contour profile of 0–0.1 is represented in blue in
Figure7.

Fig. 7. Contour of oxygen mass fraction for thickness, t = a) 130 (b) 200 (c) 300 (d) 400 (e) 500 (f) 600

II.
CONCLUSION
The developed 2D model of GDL cathode can generate a
contour distribution of the mass fraction of oxygen. The model
was validated, and results well agreed with experimental data.
In a simulation study of GDL porosity, the studied porosity
values were 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. Simulation results
showed that increasing the porosity of GDL improved PEMFC
performance, and that fuel-cell power was highest at a
porosity value of 0.8. Moreover, in a simulation study of GDL

thickness, the studied values were 130, 200, 300, 400, 500,
and 600 µm. Results showed that increasing the GDL
thickness decreased PEMFC performance. Therefore, PEMFC
performance was highest at a thickness of 130 µm.
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